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Errata
These are corrections to previous LoARs.
May 1983
ATLANTIA
Badouin MacKenzie of Balfour. Alternate name. Tsunetomi Tsuneo. 
Listed on the LoAR and forms as a new name, the submitter has confirmed that  Tsunetomi Tsuneo was intended as an alternate name.
Note: the badge registed October 1983 to Tsunetomi Tsuneo continues to be  associated with the alternate persona.
January 1984
ATLANTIA
Ascellina Bethell from Tewkesbury. Name correction from Ascellina Bethell from Twekesbury. 
Listed on the LoAR as Ascellina Bethell from Twekesbury, the submitted and documented form is Ascellina Bethell from Tewkesbury.
October 1987
EAST
Lindorm Eriksson. Name change from the registered Lindorm Erickson Blad. 
The LoAR incorrectly spelled his previously registered name Lindorm Eriksson Blad 
November 1988
ANSTEORRA
Brian mac Cael. Name change from holding name Brian of Loch Solleir. 
Listed on the LoAR as a name registration, his holding name Brian of Loch Solleir was registered in March 1988.
December 1990
EAST
Lindorm Erickson Blad. Change of name from Lindorm Eriksson. 
The LoAR incorrectly spelled his previously registered name Lindorm Erickson.
Note that his currently registered name is Lindorm Eriksson. This correction does not change that.
July 1991
ATLANTIA
Sean Killian MacTalbot. Name correction from Sean Kilian MacTalbot. Per chevron Or and gules, two hearts gules each charged with a cross bottony Or, and a talbot rampant Or maintaining a claymore proper. 
Listed on the LoAR as Sean Kilian MacTalbot, the name was registered as Sean Killian MacTalbot in August 1990.
July 1993
OUTLANDS
Ron of Loch Salann. Holding name correction from Ron of Loch Salaan. 
Listed on the LoAR as Ron of Loch Salaan, the name of the group used to form this holding name is actually Barony of Loch Salann.
CAID
Gaheris the Blue. Device. Per bend sinister azure and Or, on a bend four swords inverted palewise counterchanged. 
The LoAR failed to note the type of armory being registered.  This is a device.
January 1994
ATLANTIA
Angharad of Morfa Caer. Blazon correction. Per pale gules and argent all semy of caltraps, two dragons combattant counterchanged. 
The LoAR omitted the comma following the field. The blazon has been modified to clarify that the caltraps extend over the entire field.
April 1994
MIDDLE
Erik of Grenloch. Blazon correction. Quarterly azure and sable, a lute bendwise sinister between three mullets and a decrescent argent. 
The LoAR omitted the comma following the field.
December 1994
LAUREL
Granada. Blazon correction (important non-SCA arms). Argent, a pomegranate seeded gules slipped and leaved vert. 
Blazoned on the LoAR as Argent, a pomegranate seeded gules slipped and leaved vert, the tincture of the pomegranate was omitted making it appear to be a pomegranate gules rather than a pomegranate Or.
January 1996
ATENVELDT
Atenveldt, Kingdom of. Blazon correction. Per fess azure and vert, a fess argent between a sun in splendor and a portcullis Or. 
Listed on the LoAR as Per fess Azure; the capitalization of azure has been corrected to follow standard SCA practice.
January 1997
WEST
Wystan of Wallesende. Blazon correction. Per pale gules and azure, two sea-lions combattant argent. 
The LoAR omitted the comma following the field.
August 1997
ATLANTIA
Cristiana of Loch Salann. Name correction from Cristiana of Loch Salaan. 
Listed on the LoAR as Cristiana of Loch Salaan, the registered name of the barony is Loch Salann.
December 1997
OUTLANDS
Gabrielle Lux. Device. Sable, on a tree eradicated between two demi-suns issuant from the dexter and sinister chief corners argent, a crescent vert. 
The LoAR failed to note the type of armory being registered.  This is a device.
February 1998
MIDDLE
Finnvarr de Taahe. Reblazon of badge. Azure, a mullet of six points within an orle of mullets of six points Or. 
Listed on the LoAR as a new badge, this was actually a reblazon of his badge, Azure, a mullet of six points environed by six mullets of six points, all Or, registered February, 1975.
April 1998
TRIMARIS
Sven Förlorad. Device. Quarterly arrondi sable and Or. 
The LoAR failed to note the type of armory being registered.  This is a device.
June 1998
ATLANTIA
Cristiana of Loch Salann. Device. Per chevron azure and sable, a chevron wavy between two triquetras and an escallop argent. 
Listed on the LoAR as Cristiana of Loch Salaan, her name is corrected above.
OUTLANDS
Axel the Executioner. Device. Per pale sable and Or, two double-bitted axes in saltire, in chief an executioner's hood affronty counterchanged. 
The LoAR failed to note the type of armory being registered.  This is a device.
December 1998
ARTEMISIA
Sionan Padraig Caimbeul. Device. Per saltire argent semy-de-lys sable and Or, a cross patonce sable. 
The LoAR failed to note the type of armory being registered.  This is a device.
March 1999
EAST
Linnet MacHardy. Blazon correction. Per pale purpure and vert, three escallops inverted argent. 
The LoAR omitted the comma following the field.
June 1999
MIDDLE
Brandr þorfinnsson. Blazon correction. Per pale sable and gules, in pale a Thor's hammer inverted and a Thor's hammer argent. 
Listed on the LoAR as Per pale sable and gules, in pale a thors hammer inverted and a thors hammer argent, the spelling of Thor's has been corrected.
OUTLANDS
Timothy O'Brien. Device. Per pale azure and argent ermined vert, a chief  counterchanged. 
The LoAR failed to note the type of armory being registered.  This is a device.
May 2000
MIDDLE
Roderick McCracken. Return of repeated device. Sable, a kraken argent.. 
The identical device was registered to the submitter in April 2000. The later submission should have been returned in May 2000.  This was a duplicate submission and is not entitled to a free resubmission.
Note that Sable, a kraken argent remains registered to the submitter with an April 2000 registration date.
September 2001
CAID
Teka Turmanov. Device change. Per bend potenty sable and Or, a unicorn's head erased argent armed Or and a tau cross sable. 
Listed on the LoAR as a new device this was actually a device change. Her previous device, Per bend potenty sable and Or, two tau crosses counterchanged, registered August 1999, is retained as a badge.
June 2002
MERIDIES
William De Ross. Name correction from William de Ross. Gules, on a bend Or between a dragon passant and a dove volant to sinister chief argent a sword gules. 
Listed on the LoAR as William de Ross, the name was registered as William De Ross in October 2000.
March 2003
MIDDLE
Magnus de Tymberlake. Device release. Per pale argent and gules, a dragon segreant counterchanged. 
The submitter registered this device in July 2001 under the name Godric Haldane. He registered a new device in March 2003 under the name Br{o,}ndólfr the Stout with his old device to be released. The LoAR erroneously stated that his old device was Per pale argent and gules, so his old device was not released. It is hereby released.
Note that a name change to Michael Magnus was registered December 2004.
October 2003
ARTEMISIA
Artemisia, Kingdom of. Heraldic title correction from Gyphons Eye Herald to Gryphons Eye Herald. 
Listed on the LoAR as Gyphons Eye Herald, the forms and the LoI listed Gryphons Eye Herald.
December 2003
ATENVELDT
Antonia d'Alessandria. Badge reblazon. Azure, an owl close, maintaining in its talons a tuft of wool pendant therefrom a drop spindle argent. 
When reblazoning the badge the LoAR mistakenly listed this as a device reblazon, giving the submitter two devices. It really is a badge and should be listed as such in the O&A.
DRACHENWALD
Leofric of Drachenwald. Holding name and device. Or, a unicorn between three roses sable barbed and seeded argent all within a bordure embattled gules. 
This device acceptance appeared on the LoAR under the name Leofric von der Ertheneburg; however, that name was returned on the October 2003 LoAR.  A holding name is thus required.
TRIMARIS
Darkwater, Barony of. Addition of designator Order of the Acorn Glade to badge. (Fieldless) Four oak leaves in cross, stems to center gules, and four acorns in saltire, caps to center Or all conjoined at the center point. 
The LoAR incorrectly listed the designator as (the non-existent) Order of the Oaken Glade.  The correct designator is Order of the Acorn Glade.
WEST
Felis of Warwick. Name correction from Felis of Warick. 
Listed on the LoAR as Felis of Warick, the forms and the LoI list Felis of Warwick.
February 2004
ATENVELDT
Bartilmew Blackbourne. Blazon correction. Pily barry gules and Or, a sun sable within a bordure per pale sable and gules. 
The LoAR omitted the division of the bordure.
CAID
Gaukr mj{o,}ksiglandi. Name correction from Gaukr mjöksiglandi. 
The LoAR acceptance should have read: Submitted as Gaukr mjöksiglandi, mjöksiglandi was documented from Aryanhwy merch Catmael's article "Viking Names found in the Landnámabók" (http://www.ellipsis.cx/~liana/names/landnamabok.html). This source notes that the character ö is used to represent an o "with a reverse-comma hook on the bottom". This is the character o-ogonek, which we represent as {o,}. We have made this correction.
SOCIETY FOR CREATIVE ANACHRONISM
Society for Creative Anachronism. Decline of transfer of badge from Bridget Lucia Mackenzie. Per pale purpure and argent, two swords in saltire and in chief two roundels counterchanged. 
This badge was kindly offered to the Society for designating boffer and youth combat activities.
When armory is registered for an office or activity at the Society level, that armory becomes the default that must be used by all kingdoms. In this case, if this badge transfer had been accepted, the Society Marshal would be requiring all kingdoms to use this badge to represent boffer and youth combat, possibly replacing any such badge currently in use by each kingdom. The Society Marshal does not wish to define a Society-wide badge at this time, but he intends to encourage further discussion on this topic within the marshal community.
The transfer to the Society was returned under Caid.  The LoAR failed to note this under the Society for Creative Anachronism.
WEST
Effric Neyn Ken{gh}ocht Mcherrald. Permission to conflict with badge. (Fieldless) A cross formy azure. 
The submitter grants permssion to register any armory that is one CD from her badge. The blanket permission to conflict was omitted from the LoAR.
Effric Neyn Ken{gh}ocht Mcherrald. Permission to conflict with device. Ermine, a cross formy and a chief gules.. 
The submitter grants permssion to register any armory that is one CD from her device. The blanket permission to conflict was omitted from the LoAR.
Effric Neyn Ken{gh}ocht Mcherrald. Permission to conflict with name. 
The submitter grants permssion to register any name not identical to her registered name, Effric Neyn Ken{gh}ocht Mcherrald. The blanket permission to conflict was omitted from the LoAR.
Effric Neyn Ken{gh}ocht Mcherrald. Permission to conflict with alternate name Effe Men{gh}eis. 
The submitter grants permssion to register any name not identical to her registered alternate name. The blanket permission to conflict was omitted from the LoAR.
March 2004
ÆTHELMEARC
Franz Belgraunde die Mus. Name correction from Franz Belgrand die Mus. 
Listed on the LoAR as Franz Belgrand die Mus, the name was changed to Franz Belgraunde die Mus in August 2003.
AN TIR
Aine Paixdecoeur. Blazon correction. Or, a whale naiant to sinister base sable between two bendlets wavy all between two roses vert seeded Or. 
Blazoned on the LoI and the LoAR as a sperm whale, the submitter contacted Laurel when the LoI was published and when the LoAR was published indicating that the blazon a sperm whale was not acceptable.  As Aine offered to withdraw the submission for a redraw if necessary, and as the emblazon does not clearly depict a sperm whale, we are correcting the blazon to simply a whale.  In addition, the original blazon did not capitalize the final Or. This has been corrected to match standard SCA blazon.
CAID
Birgir inn blakki. Name correction from Birgir inn Blakki in Household name Gunnulfes hus and badge. Gules, in pale two wolves passant counter-passant both reguardant Or. 
Listed on the LoAR as Birgir inn Blakki, the name was registered as Birgir inn blakki in September 2002.
EAST
Francois le Féroce. Name correction from François le Féroce. Per chevron vert and argent, in chief a pair of wings argent. 
When reblazoning his device, the LoAR incorrectly listed his name as François le Féroce; the name was registered as Francois le Féroce in March 1984.
April 2004
AN TIR
Muireann inghean uí Rodáin. Name correction from Muireann inghean ui Rodain. Vert, a bend sinister between an eagle rising and a sheaf of arrows Or. 
Listed on the LoAR as Muireann inghean ui Rodain, the name was registered as Muireann inghean u{i'} Rod{a'}in in October 2002.
CALONTIR
Adriana inghean Labhrain mhic Fhionghuine. Name correction from Adriana inghean Labhruinn mhic Fhionguin. Quarterly argent and Or, a dragon dormant, wings inverted and addorsed, purpure. 
Listed on the LoAR as Adriana inghean Labhruinn mhic Fhionguin, the name was registered in Adriana inghean Labhrain mhic Fhionghuine in November 2003.
May 2004
EAST
Klaus the Red and Thaddeus von Orlamünde. Joint badge for Gesellschaft mit der Mondsichel. Per pale sable and Or all crescenty counterchanged. 
The badge was registered May 2004 as was the joint household name. However, the badge was not associated with the household name at that time as the registration incorrectly indicated that the household name was pended.
July 2004
CAID
Caid, Kingdom of. Change of designator for badge. Azure, four crescents conjoined in saltire, horns outward, argent. 
The LoAR made it appear that the badge was being registered.  This badge was registered August 1979 as the War Banner.  The badge is now designated as a standard augmentation and a badge for the populace.
Edgar Chiswick. Name. 
This was returned in error on the LoAR; it should have been listed as an acceptance. The acceptance should have read:
Submitted as Edgar Chissik, the byname Chissik was documented as a header spelling in Reaney & Wilson (s.n. Chiswick). In most cases, header forms are plausible for period and so are registerable. However, precedent (most notably regarding modern forms in Ó Corráin & Maguire) has ruled that header forms which are modern might not be registerable. This has been handled on a case by case basis. In this instance, the College was unable to find evidence that Chissik is a plausible period variant of the byname. The College was unable to find any period examples of surnames or placenames using -wick or -wich that drop the w.  Barring such evidence, this form is not a plausible period variant.  The submitter accepted only minor changes, so we have changed the byname to the closest registerable form, Chiswick. This is the first header form for this name in Reaney and Wilson.  Although this is a header form, it preserves the -wick seen in all the period forms and is consistent for period forms.
September 2004
ATENVELDT
Sosana Drakere. Device. Per bend vert and purpure, a dragon segreant and three fleurs-de- lys Or. 
The blazon was missing from the LoAR.
November 2004
ARTEMISIA
Ellen MacDonall. Belated return of name and device. Per bend vert and azure, a mortar and pestle Or and a panpipe argent.. 
These items were withdrawn by Kingdom and are not eligble for free resubmission at Kingdom. They were accepted in error on the LoAR.
Marco di Caprioli. Device. Per chevron barry azure and argent and vert, in base a Catherine's wheel Or. 
The LoAR omitted the blazon.
EALDORMERE
Ælric de Blaketorn. Name correction from Ælric de Blacktorn. 
The LoAR noted that the submitted name was changed to Ælric de Blaketorn but the header mistakenly listed Ælric de Blacktorn.
EAST
Seamus mac Dhuibhne. Name correction from Seamus mac Dhuibne. 
The LoAR noted that the submitted name was changed to Seamus mac Dhuibhne but the header mistakenly listed Seamus mac Dhuibne.
OUTLANDS
Kathryn of Iveragh. Blazon correction. (Augmentation change)  Per bend sinister wavy sable and gules, on a bend sinister wavy argent, a ducal coronet bendwise sable and in dexter chief three passion nails inverted bendwise in bend sinister gules enflamed Or, and as an augmentation an inescutcheon of azure, a demi-sun issuant from base Or within a bordure argent. 
Blazoned on the LoAR as Per bend sinister wavy sable and gules, on bend sinister wavy argent, a ducal coronet bendwise sable and in dexter chief three passion nails inverted bendwise in bend sinister gules enflamed Or, and as an augmentation an inescutcheon of azure, a demi-sun issuant from base Or within a bordure argent, the blazon has been corrected to add the word a in the phrase on a bend sinister.
December 2004
ATENVELDT
Friedrick Schmitt. Blazon correction. (Fieldless) Three bones interlaced in triangle inverted argent. 
The LoAR had (fieldless); standard SCA practice is to capitalize this term.
CAID
Ainbthine inghean Bheoadha. Name correction from Ainbhthine inghean Bheoadha. 
Shown on the LoAR as Ainbhthine, the documented form of this name is Ainbthine. 
Caid, Kingdom of. Change of designator for Furison Herald. 
Registered as Furison Pursuivant, the title was transferred to James of the Lake on this LoAR as Furison Herald.  The LoI noted that the designator should be changed from Pursuivant to Herald before the transfer.
Gaukr mj{o,}ksiglandi. Device. Per bend gules and Or, a bird and a longship oars shipped counterchanged. 
Listed on the LoAR as Gaukr mjöksiglandi, his name is corrected to Gaukr mj{o,}ksiglandi above.
NORTHSHIELD
Fíne ingen Áeda. Blazon correction. Or, a triskele and on a chief gules two mullets of six points argent. 
The LoAR blazoned this as Or, a triskele and a chief gules in chief two mullets of six points argent.  The placement of the mullets has been corrected.
Nuala inghean uí Chaoindealbhain. Name correction from Nuala inghean uí Chaoindealbheáin. 
Submitted as Chaoinleáin, the LoAR noted that this was the modern form of the name and that the period form of the patronymic is Chaoindealbhain.  However, the name was not completely changed in the header, Chaoindealbheáin being a mixture of the period and modern forms of the name.
January 2005
AN TIR
Tir Rígh, Principality of. Order name Order of the Hafoc. 
This was returned in error on the LoAR when the associated badge was returned.
ATENVELDT
Svanhild bogsveiga fœreyska. Name correction from Svanhild bogsveiga færeyska.. 
As noted in the discussion, the correct form of the locative byname is fœreyska, not færeyska.
OUTLANDS
Furukusu Tatsujirou Masahide. Alternate name Taliesin ab Iago. 
In registering his new primary name, the LoAR released Taliesin ab Iago in error. The submitter requested, and the LoI noted the request, that Taliesin ab Iago be retained as an alternate name.

